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D E S C R I P T I O N

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR BACKUP AND RECOVERY

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates in general to the field of data

backup and recovery, and in particular to a method and a system

for backup and recovery. Still more particularly, the present

invention relates to a data processing program and a computer

program product for backup and recovery.

Description of the Related Art

Referring to FIG. 1 , a typical backup and recovery system 100

includes a backup client 104 running on a server 102 which

includes one or more primary file systems 106, primary in a

sense that the original copy of the data is stored here. The

backup client 104 identifies and copies the files from the

primary file systems 106 to the backup server system 110 via a

backup network 108. The backup server includes backup server

software 112 which extracts the metadata such as retention

times, policies and storage location for the files and stores

the files in an attached backup storage system 120 via a storage

network 118. The metadata is stored in a separate metadata

database 114 maintained by in the backup server software.

For recovery the backup client 104 sends a recovery-request for

a certain file or sets of files to the server system 110. The

server system software 112 checks the metadata database 114 to

find the storage location of the file and retrieves said files

from the backup storage 120 and sends it to the clients system

which places it on the primary storage. The recovery-request
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sent by the client system may include the version of the file to

be recovered.

While prior art backup and recovery systems offer a variety of

value adding functions such as versioning, indexing, high

availability, replication and deduplication their implementation

and operation is rather complex. The complexity comes from the

client-server architecture. It may include multiple specialized

server systems 110 such as media servers and data servers. In

addition the format of the data which is being backed up is not

preserved in the backup server system 110 and storage 120. This

means the backup server software 112 stores the data in a

proprietary format and maintains metadata describing the data.

The metadata is stored in the metadata database 114. Thus

without the backup server software 112, and in particular the

metadata database 114, no recovery is possible.

Prior art backup and recovery systems are flexible in regards to

the storage technology, which in fact makes the administration

and maintenance more complex.

Prior art backup and recovery systems integrate with different

kinds of applications and systems on the client site (102) such

as file systems, databases, ERP systems, and mail servers. This

provides flexibility, but at the same time makes it more complex

for an administrator to configure backup and recovery

procedures .

According to international IT consultans in 2011, the majority

of the data today is stored in file systems. In addition any

operating system includes commands to copy files from one file

system to another file system, which enables simplified backup

and recovery solutions. However, the ever growing amount of data

files combined with multiple versions thereof drives single file

systems to its limits. The limits are set for example by the
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number of inodes which a single file system can manage. The

limits are also set by housekeeping operations such as

defragmentation which may not be possible when a certain maximum

amount of files is exceeded in a file system. For example, one

GPFS (General Parallel File System) file system within an IBM

SoNAS system can store 1 billion files.

In the Patent Application Publication US 2010/0191774 Al "METHOD

AND SYSTEM FOR VERS IONED FILE SYSTEM USING STRUCTURED DATA

REPRESENTATIONS" by Mason, JR. et al ., a versioned file system

is disclosed. In a disclosed embodiment, at a first time, an

interface creates and exports to a data store a first structured

data representation corresponding to a first version of the

local file system. The first structured data representation is

an XML (extensible Markup Language) tree having a root element,

one or more file elements associated with the root element and

one or more file elements associated with a given directory

element. Upon a change within the file system, e.g., file

creation, file deletion and directory modification, the

interface creates and exports a second structured data

representation corresponding to a second version of the file

system. The second structured data representation differs from

the first structured data representation up to and including the

root element of the second structured data representation. So

the disclosed versioned file system is based on different

structured representations associated with different versions of

a file. Each different structured representation is exported as

different file system to the user, so each version of a file is

a different file system within the versioned file system.

However, this patent application does not disclose the concept

of physically storing different versions of a file in different

file systems and automatically migrating old versions to a next

file system when a newer version is backed up.
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In the Patent Application Publication US 2009/0077140 Al "DATA

RECOVERY IN A HIERARCHICAL DATA STORAGE SYSTEM" by Anglin et al .

systems and methods for retrieving data are disclosed. The

disclosed systems and methods comprise a plurality of storage

pools. The disclosed method comprises processing configurable

data retrieval instructions to determine a first storage pool

from which target backup data is to be retrieved, in response to

a data restore request; and retrieving the target backup data

from the first storage pool to satisfy the restore request. So,

systems and methods for physically storing different versions of

a file in different data pools and likewise methods for

retrieving different versions from the respective data pool are

disclosed. However, storing different versions of files in

physically linked file systems is not disclosed. File systems

are the origin of files and backing up files into a file system

makes recovery procedures easier, whereas pools as abstract

entities require additional efforts to extract files for

recovery .

Summary of the Invention

The technical problem underlying the present invention is to

provide a method and a system for backup and recovery, which are

able to scale and simplify backup and recovery while avoiding

the above mentioned shortcomings and pain points of prior art

backup and recovery.

According to the present invention this problem is solved by

providing a method for backup and recovery having the features

of claim 1 , a system for backup and recovery having the features

of claim 12, a data processing program for backup and recovery

having the features of claim 14, and a computer program product

for backup and recovery having the features of claim 15.

Advantageous embodiments of the present invention are mentioned

in the subclaims.
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Accordingly, in an embodiment of the present invention a method

for backup and recovery is based on linked file repositories,

each representing an own file system capable of storing one

version of a file and being connected to a least one server

system; wherein each file repository is placed in a certain

position storing a certain version of the file; wherein

positions of the file repositories are continuously numbered;

wherein a number of the certain version of the file is

determined by the position of the corresponding file repository;

wherein a version-movement process over all file repositories is

implemented to perform a file write operation; and wherein a

version-recovery process over all file repositories is

implemented to perform a file-read operation of a certain file

version .

In further embodiments of the present invention, positions of

the file repositories are continuously numbered beginning at

"1"; wherein a first file repository is numbered "1" storing a

first version of the file representing a most recent version of

the file.

In further embodiments of the present invention, the version-

movement process is implemented with following steps:

Receiving a file write operation with a new version of a file to

be written from at least one server system or a preceding file

repository; determining if a version of the file to be written

already exists in a corresponding file repository; if a version

of the file to be written already exists in the file repository,

verify versioning policies; move the existing file version from

the repository to a subsequent file repository, if the

versioning policies indicate a higher number of versions to be

saved than a position number of the file repository; otherwise

delete the existing file version in the file repository; store

the new version of the file to be written from at least one
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server system or a preceding file repository in the file

repository; if no version of the file to be written exists in

the file repository, store the new version of the file to be

written in the file repository.

In further embodiments of the present invention, the version-

recovery process is implemented with following steps:

Receiving a file-read operation including a version number of a

file to be read from the at least one server system; examining

the version number of said file to be read; determining if the

requested version of the file to be read exists in a file

repository whose position number matches the received version

number; if the requested version of the file to be read exists,

read and send the file to a requesting server system; otherwise

indicate a file read-error to the requesting server system if

the requested version of the file does not exist.

In further embodiments of the present invention, the version-

movement process is implemented on a block-differential basis

with the following steps: Receiving a file write operation with

a new version of a file to be written from the at least one

server system or a preceding file repository; determining if a

version of the file to be written already exists in a

corresponding file repository; if a version of the file to be

written already exists in the file repository verify versioning

policies; compare data content of the new version of the file to

be written and an existing version of the file to be written;

and determine different data blocks; move the different data

blocks from the existing version of the file to be written from

the file repository to a subsequent file repository, if the

versioning policies indicate more versions than a position

number of the file repository; otherwise delete the different

data blocks of the existing file version in the file repository;

store the different data blocks of the new version of the file

to be written from the at least one server system or a preceding
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file repository in the file repository; if no version of the

file to be written exists in the file repository, store the new

version of the file to be written in the file repository.

In further embodiments of the present invention, the version-

recovery process is implemented on a block-differential basis

with the following steps: Receiving a file-read operation

including a version number of a file to be read from the at

least one server system; examining the version number of the

file to be read; determining if the requested version of the

file to be read exists in a file repository whose position

number matches with the requested version number; if the

requested version of the file to be read exists, recreate the

requested version of the file to be read by determining if the

requested version of the file to be read is the most recent

version of the file to be read; if the requested version of the

file to be read is the most recent version of the file to be

read, read and send the most recent version of the file from the

first file repository to the requesting server system; otherwise

read content of each file repository whose position number is

less or equal to the requested version number of the file to be

read; replace the different data blocks of a more recent version

of the file to be read with the different data blocks of an

older version of the file to be read; and send the recreated

version of the file to be read to the requesting server system;

if the requested version of the file does not exist, indicate a

file read-error to the requesting server system.

In further embodiments of the present invention, the requested

version number is part of the read-command including file name

and the version number, or is set as file attribute prior to

sending the read-command.
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In further embodiments of the present invention, the requested

version number is an integer number, or a date range, or a time

range .

In further embodiments of the present invention, each file

repository includes at least one of the following functions: A

deduplication function allowing to deduplicate files based on

their version number, indexing functions allowing to index the

files and providing search and discovery capabilities, and an

expiration function for moved files determining when a moved

file expires and is being deleted time-based or event-based.

In further embodiments of the present invention, at least one

function is performed for all files stored in the file

repository .

In further embodiments of the present invention, at least one

function is performed for all files stored in the file

repository matching at least one of the following rules: File

extension matches a certain pattern; file name matches a certain

pattern; file path name matches a certain pattern; file owner

matches a certain pattern; and file creation, modification or

last access time matches a certain date/time range.

In another embodiment of the present invention, a system for

backup and recovery in communication with at least one server

system comprises a number of file repositories physically

connected to each other; wherein each file repository represents

an own file system capable of storing one version of a file and

comprises at least one file system interface and at least one

file storage; wherein each file repository is placed in a

certain position storing a certain version of the file; wherein

positions of the file repositories are continuously numbered;

wherein a number of the certain version of the file is

determined by the position of the corresponding file repository;
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and a control module logically connected to each file repository

and the interfaces, wherein the control module implements a

version-movement process over all file repositories to perform a

file write operation; and implements a version-recovery process

over all file repositories to perform a file-read operation.

In further embodiments of the present invention, the file

repository is implemented as local file system, or as linear

tape file system, or as remote file system. So, the file

repository could be implemented as any kind of state of the art

local file systems including but not limited to zFS, sect3 and

ext4, Balanced Tree file system (BTRFS) , General Parallel File

System (GPFS) , New Technology File System (NFTS) , Apple File

System (AFS) or as linear tape file system (LTFS) . Furthermore,

the file repository could be provided as remote file system such

as network attached storage (NAS) system implementing Network

File System protocol (NFS) and Common Internet File System

protocol (CIFS) .

In another embodiment of the present invention, a data

processing program for execution in a data processing system

comprises software code portions for performing a method for

backup and recovery when the program is run on the data

processing system.

In yet another embodiment of the present invention, a computer

program product stored on a computer-usable medium, comprises

computer-readable program means for causing a computer to

perform a method for backup and recovery when the program is run

on the computer.

All in all, this invention teaches a backup storage file system

which enables scalable and simplified backup and recovery

solutions by using multiple file systems which are logically

connected. Each file system - also called file repository -
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stores one version of a file. This fosters scalability because

not all versions are stored in the same file system. The backup

storage file system provides a file system interface. This

fosters simplification for the backup and recovery process

because this does not require a backup client and server. In

opposite to prior art operating system commands are used. In

addition the data can be viewed and accessed easily via a file

system interface because the data-format (file) is preserved.

The backup storage file system supports enhanced functions such

as versioning, deduplication, replication and indexing which are

all aware of the version of the file. For example this allows to

index the first (latest) version of a file, which is typically

needed for queries and recoveries; and to deduplicate the second

version of a file which is typically not required for queries

and recoveries.

The backup storage file system can store data on any storage

technology which supports file systems including but not limited

to hard disk, solid state disk (SSD) , optical disk such as DVD

or Blu-Ray, and tape, the latter leveraging the linear tape file

system.

Embodiments of the present invention implement a backup storage

file system physically connected via a network to one or more

server systems which require the backup of files. In an

alternated embodiment the backup storage file system is

comprised in a server system.

The backup storage file system includes one or more file

repositories each comprising at least one file system interface

and at least one file storage. Said file repositories are

physically connected, for example via a network, to each other;

each representing an own file system capable of storing one

version of a file. Each file repository is placed in a certain
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position which is continuously numbered beginning at "1". The

file repository with number "1", i.e. the first file repository,

exposes its file storage capacity via its file system interface

to the servers connected to the backup storage file system. In

the first file repository the first version of the data is

stored which in this semantic is the youngest version.

The backup storage file system includes a control module which

is logically connected to each file repository and the

interfaces. The control module implements a version-movement

process over all file repositories. This version-movement

process assures that each file repository stores a version of

each file. The number of the version is determined by the

position of the file repository. For example the first file

repository stores the first (latest version) ; the second file

repository stores the second (pre-latest version) and so on.

In one embodiment the movement process will only move the parts

of the file data which have changed between the existing file

(to be moved) and the new file which is being written.

The same version-movement method is implemented for the

subsequent file repositories with the difference that the

subsequent file repositories do not receive direct file write

operations from the servers but from the control module. For

example if the existing file in the first file repository is

moved to the second file repository the control module checks if

a file with the same path and file name already exists in the

second repository. If this is the case then it checks the

versioning policies and if the versioning policies indicate more

than two versions then the existing version of the file is moved

to the third repository before said new file is placed in the

second repository. Otherwise if the versioning policies indicate

two versions or less then the new file replaces the existing

file in the second file repository.
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Any file repository can include a deduplication function

allowing deduplicating files based on their version number.

Any file repository can include indexing functions allowing to

index the files and provide search and discovery capabilities.

Each file repository beyond the first one can include an

expiration policy which is assigned to each file being stored in

the file repository. The expiration policy determines when a

file expires and is being deleted. The expiration policy can be

time-based (e.g. 30 days) or event-based (e.g. 30 days after the

file has been deleted) .

Any file repository can be a file system on disk, SSD or on

tape, the latter leveraging the linear tape file system.

The control module included in the backup storage file system

implements a version-recovery process over all file

repositories. The version number of the file to be recovered can

be given by different means. It can be given as part of the

read-command which requires changing the read-command. It can

also be given in a file attribute which can easily be set prior

to sending the read command. It can also be given by other means

of communication.

The Version number which is included in the file-read operation

can be an integer number. It can also be a date and time range.

The above, as well as additional purposes, features, and

advantages of the present invention will become apparent in the

following detailed written description.
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Brief Description of the Drawings

A preferred embodiment of the present invention, as described in

detail below, is shown in the drawings, in which

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a Prior Art backup and

recovery system architecture;

FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of a backup and recovery

system architecture, in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention;

FIG. 3 is a schematic flow diagram of a version-movement process

being part of a backup and recovery method, in accordance with a

first embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a schematic flow diagram of a version-recovery process

being part of the backup and recovery method, in accordance with

the first embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a schematic flow diagram of a version-movement process

being part of a backup and recovery method, in accordance with a

second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 and 7 is a schematic flow diagram of a version-recovery

process being part of the backup and recovery method, in

accordance with the second embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

FIG. 2 shows a novel backup and recovery architecture 200 which

is based on the novel backup storage file system 202, according

to an embodiment of the present invention.
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The backup storage file system 202 is physically connected via a

backup network 108 to one or more server systems 102. It thereby

presents a file system interface 204 to the server systems 102

which can be a remote file system - also known as Network Attach

Storage (NAS) such as NFS (Network File System) or CIFS (Common

Internet File System) .

The backup storage file system 202 includes one or more file

repositories 210, 212, 214, each comprising at least one file

system interface and at least one file storage. The file

repositories 210, 212, 214 are physical connected via a network

208 to each other. In an alternate embodiment these file

repositories are locally mounted in a server system which is

representing the backup storage file system 202. Each file

repository 210, 212, 214 is configured to store one version of

each file, for example as file repository 210 stores the first

(latest) version, file repository 212 stores the second (pre-

latest) version and file repository 214 stores the third last

version. People skilled in the art may recognize that the number

of file versions scales with the number of file system

repositories 210, 212, 214 to a virtual unlimited number of

versions .

The backup storage file system 202 also includes a controller

206 which provides version-movement and version-recovery

functions. The version-movement function assures that each

version of a file is stored on a separate file repository 210,

212, 214. The version-recovery function allows recovering any

existing version of a file.

In an alternate embodiment the novel backup storage file system

is included in server systems 102.

Each file repository 210, 212, 214 can be configured to perform

value adding functions according to prior art techniques such as
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versioning, deduplication, replication, indexing and search,

expiration policies and the like. These functions can be

configured for all files stored in a file repository 210, 212,

214 or they can be configured for files matching certain rules,

such as: File extension matches a certain pattern; file name

matches a certain pattern; file path name matches a certain

pattern; file owner matches a certain pattern; file creation,

modification or last access time matches a certain date/time

range. The invention is not limited to these rules.

The server systems 102 include operating systems 201 which

provide copy-commands according to prior art. The backup storage

file system 202 presents a file system interface 204 to the

server systems 102. The copy commands of the operating system

201 of the server system 102 can be used to backup or recover

files from the primary file system 106 of the servers and the

backup storage file system 202. The controller 206 intercepts

the copy commands in any direction and provides version-movement

(on write) and version-recovery (on read) functions.

FIG. 3 shows a version-movement process being part of a backup

and recovery method, in accordance with a first embodiment of

the present invention.

The first embodiment of the version-movement process is being

described with reference to FIG. 2 and 3 .

In step S302, a file write operation with a new version of a

file to be written is received from the at least one server

system 102 or a preceding file repository 210, 212. In step

S304, it is determined if a version of the file to be written

already exists in a corresponding file repository 210, 212, 214.

If a version of the file to be written already exists in the

file repository 210, 212, 214 versioning policies are verified

in step S306. Versioning policies are configured by the
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administrator of the backup storage file system 202 and are

policies according to prior art. In step S308, it is determined

if the versioning policies indicate a higher number of versions

to be saved than a position number of the corresponding file

repository 210, 212, 214. If the versioning policies indicate a

higher number of versions to be saved than a position number of

the file repository 210, 212, 214, the existing file version

from the repository 210, 212 is moved to a subsequent file

repository 212, 214 in step S310; otherwise the existing file

version in the file repository 210, 212, 214 is deleted in step

S320. In step S330 the new version of the file to be written

from at least one server system 102 or a preceding file

repository 210, 212 is written to the file repository 210, 212,

214. If no version of the file to be written exists in the

corresponding file repository 210, 212, 214, the new version of

the file to be written is written to the corresponding file

repository 210, 212, 214 in step S330. For example, if the

number of versions to be saved is two and two versions of the

file to be written already exist in the file repositories 210,

212, the existing version of the file to be written in the

second file repository 212 is deleted and the existing version

of the file to be written in the first file repository 210 is

moved to the second file repository 212, and the new version of

the file to be written from the file system 102 is written in

the first file repository 210.

The process including steps S302 to S340 is performed for every

file repository 210, 212, 214 of the backup storage file system

202 .

In other words, for the first repository 210 the controller 206

receives a file write operation via interface 204 from a server

system 102, in step S302. In the next step S304, the controller

206 determines if a version of the file to be written already

exists in the first file repository 210. If the file does not
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exist in the first file repository 210, the process flows to

step S330 where the file is being written to the first file

repository 210. If the file does exist in the first file

repository 210 versioning rules for the file are verified in

step S306. Therefore controller 206 queries the first file

repository 210. If only one version of the file is to be kept,

the process flows to step S320 where the old file is being

deleted in the first file repository 210. Afterwards the process

flows to step S330 where the file is being written to the first

file repository 210.

If the query of the first file repository 210 indicates that

more than one version is to be kept, the controller 206 moves

the existing version of the first file repository 210 in step

S310 to the second file repository 212. Now the version-movement

process is performed for the second file repository 212. The

second file repository 212 receives a new version of the file to

be written from the first file repository 210 in step S302. In

the next step S304, the controller 206 determines if a version

of the file to be written already exists in the second file

repository 212. If the file does not exist in the second file

repository 212, the process flows to step S330 where the file is

being written to the second file repository 212. If the file

does exist in the second file repository 212 versioning rules

for the file are verified in step S306. Therefore controller 206

queries the second file repository 212. If only two versions of

the file are to be kept, the process flows to step S320 where

the old file is being deleted in the second file repository 212.

Afterwards the process flows to step S330 where the file is

written to the second file repository 212. If more than two

versions of the file are to be kept, the process flows to step

S310 where the old file is being moved to the third file

repository 214 in step S310. Afterwards the process flows to

step S330 where the new file is written to the second file

repository 212. Then the process according to step S302 to S340
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is repeated for the third file repository 214 of the backup

storage file system 202.

The third file repository 214 receives a new version of the file

to be written from the second file repository 212 in step S302.

In the next step S304, the controller 206 determines if a

version of the file to be written already exists in the third

file repository 214. If the file does not exist in the third

file repository 214, the process flows to step S330 where the

file is being written to the third file repository 214. If the

file does exist in the third file repository 214 versioning

rules for the file are verified in step S306. Therefore

controller 206 queries the third file repository 212. Since only

three file repositories 210, 212, 214 are present in the shown

embodiment, only three versions of the file can be kept in the

system 202, and the process flows to step S320, where the old

file is being deleted in the third file repository 214.

Afterwards the process flows to step S330 where the file is

written to the third file repository 212.

Once the file movement operations are done and the file has been

written to the first file repository 210, the controller 206 or

the file repositories 210, 212, 214 check and initiate

additional functionality like deduplication or indexing in the

file repositories 210, 212 and 214 in step S340, which ends the

active file write process.

The version-movement process essentially assures that if a new

version of a file is written to the backup storage file system

202, the previous versions are moved to the subsequent file

repositories 212 and 214. This assures that the different

versions are stored in separated file systems allowing

scalability and the execution of value-adding functions.
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In a further embodiment, a differential version-movement process

might be incorporated to lower the amount of data needed to be

transferred while effectively saving storage space, this is

explained with reference to FIG. 5 .

FIG. 4 shows a version-recovery process being part of the backup

and recovery method, in accordance with the first embodiment of

the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 4 , the version-recovery process is executed

when a read command sent by a server system 102 for a file is

received by the backup storage file system 202. The read command

might be adjusted to include the version of the file which is to

be read. If the read command does not include a version number,

the latest and most actual version is referenced.

In an alternate embodiment a file attribute can be used to

denote the version of the file to be retrieved, instead of

modifying the read command. In this case the file attribute is

checked by the backup storage file system 202 when the read-

command is received and the proper version is retrieved from the

proper file repository according to the version-recovery

process .

The version-recovery process is being described with reference

to FIG. 2 and 4 .

In step 402, controller 206 receives a file read command via

interface 204 from a server system 102. The file read command

might be adjusted to include the version of the file which is to

be read.

In the next step S404, controller 206 checks which version

number of the file is to be read. If no version number is being

given, the default value will be used which is the first file
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version, meaning the latest saved one in the first file

repository 210. In an alternate embodiment a file attribute can

be used to denote the version of the file to be retrieved

instead of modifying the read command. In this case the file

attribute previously set by the server 102 is checked in step

S404 and the version is determined. After determining the file

version number which is to be restored, controller 206 will

query the file repository 210, 212, 214, which should have this

file version, in step S406. If the requested file version does

not exist within that file repository 210, 212, 214, the

controller 206 moves from step S408 to step S420 and reports a

file read error to the server system 102. If the requested file

exists, then the controller 206 moves from step S408 to step

S410 and reads the file version from the determined file

repository 210, 212, 214 and send the read file version to the

requesting server system 102 via the interface 204 and the

network 108 .

The version-recovery process allows recovering an existing

version of a file. The workload associated with the recovery

process is only present for that part of the file repository

210, 212, 214 which has the requested version of the file(s) .

FIG. 5 shows a differential version-movement process being part

of a backup and recovery method, in accordance with a second

embodiment of the present invention; and FIG. 6 and 7 show a

differential version-recovery process being part of the backup

and recovery method, in accordance with the second embodiment of

the present invention.

The differential version-movement process is being described

with special reference to FIG. 5 , 6 and 7 .

As typically files are not completely changed between versions

but mostly only slightly modified it makes sense to store only
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the differences for the different versions and point to the

original data. Therefore controller 206 shall incorporate a

differential analysis algorithm to discover changes between

files. Said algorithm might use binary differences or content-

orientated methods, i.e. text files checking, etc.

In step S502, a file write operation with a new version of a

file to be written is received from the at least one server

system 102 or a preceding file repository 210, 212. In step

S504, it is determined if a version of the file to be written

already exists in a corresponding file repository 210, 212, 214.

If a version of the file to be written already exists in the

file repository 210, 212, 214 versioning policies are verified

in step S506. In step S508, data content of the new version of

the file to be written is compared with the existing version of

the file to be written. Then differing data blocks are

determined in step S510. In step S512, it is determined, if the

versioning policies indicate a higher number of versions to be

saved than a position number of the corresponding file

repository 210, 212, 214. If the versioning policies indicate a

higher number of versions to be saved than a position number of

the file repository 210, 212, 214 the differing data blocks in

the existing file version from the repository 210, 212 are moved

to a subsequent file repository 212, 214 in step S514; otherwise

the differing data blocks in the existing file version in the

file repository 210, 212, 214 are deleted in step S516. In step

S520 the differing data blocks of the new version of the file to

be written from the at least one server system 102 or a

preceding file repository 210, 212 are written in the file

repository 210, 212, 214. If no version of the file to be

written exists in the corresponding file repository 210, 212,

214, the new version of the file to be written is written in the

corresponding file repository 210, 212, 214 in step S530.
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Once the file movement operations are done and the file has been

written to the first file repository 210, the controller 206

checks and initiated additional functionality like deduplication

or indexing in the file repositories 210, 212 and 214 in step

S540, which ends the active file write process.

The process according to step S502 to S540 is performed for

every file repository 210, 212, 214 of the backup storage file

system 202.

In other words the controller 206 will calculate the difference

between the new version of the file to be written and all

previous versions. Upon that only the differences between the

new file version and the older versions will be moved. The

difference relates to data blocks or fixed or variable files

that are composing the file. Obviously the copy will have a

pointer to the original file to put the file back together. Thus

at the end of this process different segments of a file are

stored in different file repositories 210, 212, 214 and it is

tracked which data blocks in which repository match which

version of the file.

Referring to FIG. 6 and 7 , in step S602, controller 206 receives

a file read command via interface 204 from a server system 102.

The file read command might be adjusted to include the version

of the file which is to be read.

In the next step S604, controller 206 checks which version

number of the file is to be read. If no version number is being

given, the default value will be used which is the first file

version, meaning the latest saved one in the first file

repository 210. In an alternate embodiment a file attribute can

be used to denote the version of the file to be retrieved,

instead of modifying the read command. In this case the file

attributes previously set by the server 102 is checked in step
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S604 and the version is determined. After determining the file

version number which is to be restored, controller 206 will

query the file repository 210, 212, 214, which should have this

file version, in step S606. If the requested file version does

not exist within that file repository 210, 212, 214, the

controller 206 moves from step S608 to step S640 and reports a

file read error to the server system 102. If the requested file

exists, then the controller 206 moves from step S608 to step

S610 and determines if the requested file version is the most

recent version of the file to be read. If the most recent file

version is requested, the file of the first file repository 210

is read and sent as requested version of the file to be read to

the requesting server system 102 via the interface 204 and the

network 108 in step S620.

If another file version than the most recent one is requested,

the controller 206 moves to step S622 and reads content of each

file repository 210, 212, 214, whose position number is less or

equal to the requested version number of the file to be read. In

step S624, the controller 206 replaces different data blocks of

more recent versions of the file to be read with different data

blocks from older versions of the file to be read to create the

requested version of the file to be read. In step S626, the

controller 206 sends the recreated version as requested version

of the file to be read to the requesting server system 102 via

the interface 204 and the network 108.

This will lower the amount of data being transferred and

enhances read performance, because the most of the data will

reside on the first file repository, which will typically be the

most active because it stores the most recent version of each

file.

One further enhancement of the differential version-movement

process might be to make the algorithm even more intelligent to
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discover the most common version from which the differences

should be calculated. For example, version "2" of a file might

be more similar to all other file versions than version "1".

Embodiment of the present inventive can be entirely implemented

as a software embodiment, or an embodiment containing both

hardware and software elements. In a preferred embodiment, the

present invention is implemented in software, which includes but

is not limited to firmware, resident software, microcode, etc.

Furthermore, the present invention can take the form of a

computer program product accessible from a computer-usable or

computer-readable medium providing program code for use by or in

connection with a computer or any instruction execution system.

For the purposes of this description, a computer-usable or

computer-readable medium can be any apparatus that can contain,

store, communicate, propagate, or transport the program for use

by or in connection with the instruction execution system,

apparatus, or device.

The medium can be an electronic, magnetic, optical,

electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system (or apparatus

or device) or a propagation medium. Examples of a computer-

readable medium include a semiconductor or solid state memory,

magnetic tape, a removable computer diskette, a random access

memory (RAM) , a read-only memory (ROM) , a rigid magnetic disk,

and an optical disk. Current examples of optical disks include

compact disk - read only memory (CD-ROM) , compact disk -

read/write (CD-R/W) , DVD, and BD (Blu-Ray Disk) . A data

processing system suitable for storing and/or executing program

code will include at least one processor coupled directly or

indirectly to memory elements through a system bus. The memory

elements can include local memory employed during actual

execution of the program code, bulk storage, and cache memories

which provide temporary storage of at least some program code in
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order to reduce the number of times code must be retrieved from

bulk storage during execution. Input/output or I/O devices

(including but not limited to keyboards, displays, pointing

devices, etc.) can be coupled to the system either directly or

through intervening I/O controllers.

Network adapters may also be coupled to the system to enable the

data processing system to become coupled to other data

processing systems or remote printers or storage devices through

intervening private or public networks. Modems, cable modems,

SCSI, iSCSI (Internet SCSI), Ethernet, and Fibre-Channel over

Ethernet (FCoE) cards are just a few of the currently available

types of network adapters.



C L A M S

What is claimed is:

1 . A method for backup and recovery based on linked file

repositories (210, 212, 214), each representing an own

file system capable of storing one version of a file and

being connected to a least one server system (102);

wherein each file repository (210, 212, 214) is placed in

a certain position storing a certain version of said

file;

wherein positions of said file repositories (210, 212,

214) are continuously numbered;

wherein a number of said certain version of said file is

determined by said position of said corresponding file

repository (210, 212, 214);

wherein a version-movement process over all file

repositories (210, 212, 214) is implemented to perform a

file write operation; and

wherein a version-recovery process over all file

repositories (210, 212, 214) is implemented to perform a

file-read operation of a certain file version.

2 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein positions of said

file repositories (210, 212, 214) are continuously

numbered beginning at "1"; wherein a first file

repository (210) is numbered "1" storing a first version

of said file representing a most recent version of said

file.

3 . The method according to claim 1 or 2 , wherein said version-

movement process is implemented with following steps:

Receiving a file write operation with a new version of a

file to be written from said at least one server system

(102) or a preceding file repository (210, 212);



determining if a version of said file to be written

already exists in a corresponding file repository (210,

212, 214);

if a version of said file to be written already exists in

said file repository (210, 212, 214), verify versioning

policies ;

move said existing file version from said repository

(210, 212) to a subsequent file repository (212, 214), if

the versioning policies indicate a higher number of

versions to be saved than a position number of said file

repository (210, 212, 214); otherwise delete said

existing file version in said file repository (210, 212,

214) ;

store said new version of said file to be written from

said at least one server system (102) or a preceding file

repository (210, 212) in said file repository (210, 212,

214) ;

if no version of said file to be written exists in said

file repository (210, 212, 214), store said new version

of said file to be written in said file repository (210,

212, 214) .

4 . The method according to claims 3 , wherein said version-

recovery process is implemented with following steps:

Receiving a file-read operation including a version

number of a file to be read from said at least one server

system (102) ;

examining said version number of said file to be read;

determining if said requested version of said file to be

read exists in a file repository (210, 212, 214) whose

position number matches said received version number;

if said requested version of said file to be read exists,

read and send said file to a requesting server system

(102); otherwise indicate a file read-error to said



requesting server system (102) if said requested version

of said file does not exist.

5 . The method according to claim 1 or 2 , wherein said version-

movement process is implemented on a block-differential

basis with the following steps:

Receiving a file write operation with a new version of a

file to be written from said at least one server system

(102) or a preceding file repository (210, 212);

determining if a version of said file to be written

already exists in a corresponding file repository (210,

212, 214);

if a version of said file to be written already exists in

said file repository (210, 212, 214) verify versioning

policies ;

compare data content of said new version of said file to

be written and an existing version of said file to be

written; and determine different data blocks;

move said different data blocks from said existing

version of said file to be written from said file

repository (210, 212) to a subsequent file repository

(212, 214), if the versioning policies indicate more

versions than a position number of said file repository

(210, 212, 214); otherwise delete said different data

blocks of said existing file version in said file

repository (210, 212, 214);

store said different data blocks of said new version of

said file to be written from said at least one server

system (102) or a preceding file repository (210, 212) in

said file repository (210, 212, 214);

if no version of said file to be written exists in said

file repository (210, 212, 214), store said new version

of said file to be written in said file repository (210,

212, 214) .



The method according to claims 5 , wherein said version-

recovery process is implemented on a block-differential

basis with the following steps:

Receiving a file-read operation including a version

number of a file to be read from said at least one server

system (102) ;

examining said version number of said file to be read;

determining if said requested version of said file to be

read exists in a file repository (210, 212, 214) whose

position number matches with said requested version

number;

if said requested version of said file to be read exists,

recreate said requested version of said file to be read

by determining if said requested version of said file to

be read is said most recent version of said file to be

read;

if said requested version of said file to be read is said

most recent version of said file to be read, read and

send said most recent version of said file from said

first file repository (210) to said requesting server

system (102); otherwise

read content of each file repository (210, 212, 214)

whose position number is less or equal to said requested

version number of said file to be read;

replace said different data blocks of a more recent

version of said file to be read with said different data

blocks of an older version of said file to be read; and

send said recreated version of said file to be read to

said requesting server system (102);

if said requested version of said file does not exist,

indicate a file read-error to said requesting server

system (102) .

The method according to claim 5 , wherein said requested

version number is part of said read-command including



file name and said version number, or is set as file

attribute prior to sending said read-command.

8 . The method according to claim 5 or 6 , wherein said

requested version number is an integer number, or a date

range, or a time range.

9 . The method according to one of the preceding claims 1 to 8 ,

wherein each file repository (210, 212, 214) includes at

least one of the following functions:

A deduplication function allowing deduplicating files

based on their version number, indexing functions

allowing to index said files and providing search and

discovery capabilities, and an expiration function for

moved files determining when a moved file expires and is

being deleted time-based or event-based.

The method according to claim 9 , wherein said at least one

function is performed for all files stored in said file

repository (210, 212, 214).

The method according to claim 9 , wherein said at least one

function is performed for all files stored in said file

repository (210, 212, 214) matching at least one of the

following rules:

File extension matches a certain pattern; file name

matches a certain pattern; file path name matches a

certain pattern; file owner matches a certain pattern;

and file creation, modification or last access time

matches a certain date/time range.

A system for backup and recovery in communication with at

least one server system (102) comprising:

A number of file repositories (210, 212, 214) physically

connected to each other;



wherein each file repository (210, 212, 214) represents

an own file system capable of storing one version of a

file and comprises at least one file system interface

(204) and at least one file storage;

wherein each file repository (210, 212, 214) is placed in

a certain position storing a certain version of said

file;

wherein positions of said file repositories (210, 212,

214) are continuously numbered;

wherein a number of said certain version of said file is

determined by said position of said corresponding file

repository (210, 212, 214); and

a control module (206) logically connected to each file

repository (210, 212, 214) and said interfaces (204),

wherein said control module (206) implements a version-

movement process over all file repositories (210, 212,

214) to perform a file write operation; and

implements a version-recovery process over all file

repositories (210, 212, 214) to perform a file-read

operation .

13. The system according to claim 12, wherein said file

repository is implemented as local file system, or as

linear tape file system, or as remote file system.

14. A data processing program for execution in a data

processing system comprising software code portions for

performing a method for backup and recovery according to

one of the preceding claims 1 to 10 when said program is

run on said data processing system.

15. A computer program product stored on a computer-usable

medium, comprising computer-readable program means for

causing a computer to perform a method for backup and



recovery according to one of the preceding claims 1 to

when said program is run on said computer.
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